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lsaak’s silver tones shine at SJSU Choraliers raise

spirits, funds

By Ginger McDonald

Ai

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

"Here we conic a-caroling" is how
the SJSU Choraliers are spreading
holiday cheer and raising funds for
their European
competition,
which takes place next summer.
And while SJSU students are
enjoying the Christmas break, the
voices of "Rent-A-Carol," will perform throughout the Bay Area for
businesses and residents topping off their holiday cheer with
medleys of holiday carols.
The program that began 17
years ago was the brainchild of Dr.
Charlene Archibeque, director of
the Choraliers and university.
choir. She said the members of the
choraliers sent out 200 letters in
November hoping to line up gigs
that will help each of them raise
$200.
Student Christopher Kula, chair
of the program, said, "The
requests are really pouring in. As
of now, we have 40 performances
confirmed and several more that
we’re working on."
To kick off the holiday series, 32
choraliers performed before the
SJSU college deans and their staffs
during the annual Christmas luncheon held at the Saint Claire
Hotel on Thursday.

The requests are really
pouring in. As of now, we
have 40 performances
confirmed and several
more that we’re working
on.
Christopher Kula
"Rent -A -Carol" program chair

ff
.taff member Ella Webb
said, I loved them. They encircled
the entire room and created a
stereo sound of their voices.
"They sang some old and new
renditions of Christmas carols. It
was just beautiful."
Kula, a masters student in
chorale conducting and assistant
conductor of the university chorus.
said, "The voices of the Choraliers
are a culmination of talent and
experience which, for many, began
at a very early age.
See Rent-A-Carol, page

Class an insight into
gay community
Performer entertains
Event Center crowd

by Danthanh

HUyllb

Spartan Dailt Staff Writer

Tell anyone you’re in Sociology
172 and eyebrows are raised, questions are asked, and jokes are
made. Professor Wiggsy Siversten,
who teaches the class, knows the
difficulties her students encounter
as a result of taking her course.
"This was not an easy thing to
do," Sivertsen said to her students
during the last week of instruction.
"I know what happens, and it was-

By Kai Koyama
Spartan Daffy Staff Writer

the lights dimmed in the Event Centel al SJSU
night, music from "West Side Story"
)egan. Dark figures filed out onto the stage. and
the spotlight beamed
and
Chris
Isaak
Silvertone.
!mak Was adorned
with black cowboy boots
and a slick black suit
covered with rhinestone
stars which glistened
with his every move.
"We appreciate that
you came out here to
see us," ’mak said at one
point. ’Tonight is going
Chris lsaak
to be a long show, a
Singer
double header. Coming
here tonight, we decided to make it classy,
some ballads and stuff.
While !mak sang his one slightly hopeful song, "I
Believe," women in the audience screamed, "I love you."
It Was surprising to sec. the group with so much energy
after a long road trip home from Las Vegas, where they
ASThursday

di

ABOVE: Chris !mak
played to a large
and appreciative
crowd at the SJSU
Event Center
Thursday night. He
also played two sold
out shows at the
Warfield in San
Francisco Friday
and Saturday night.
LEFT: !mak played
for about an hour
and a half. Here he
performs. "Beautiful
Homes."

Coming here
tonight, we decided
to make it classy,
some ballads and
stuff.
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See lank, page 7

n’t the- easiest class to take. This
class stimulates questions like.
’Why are you taking
’Are you
one?: and ’Is she (Sivertsen
recruiting?’"
This was a class on alternatives
in lifestyle
the only class on
campus concentrating on understanding the gay community
through a historical, political.
social and psychological perspective.
See Alternative, page 6

Service helps with
internship hunt
By Loretta McCarty
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

This arta bit the last in a AM" devoted
to rawer ppartu nines anti internships.
For those students whose
degrees don’t always prepare them
for a specific career, such as liberal
arts, social science and applied
The
humanities help is here.
Internship Resource Bank, known
as the IRA, was introduced this
summer in SJSU’s Career Planning
and Placement Center.

-

IRB is an CAM, to use computertied database that has more than
400 job listings. The listings are
historical. which repeat themselves, and current, which are
updated every other day.
"The it source bank is specially
designed with job categories that
reflect the needs of the campus.
and run the gamut of piisitions in
a variety of job areas." said June
Lim, assistant fit it II of the
resource centei
See Internships. .)Age 7

Improved tracking means special holiday mail for tax return nonfilers
Letter gives
notice of 30 days
for compliance
By Charlene Cook
Spartan Daily Staff Welter

If you’re one of the half million
people who did not file your If 194

state income taxes this year, expect
a letter from the Franchise Tax
Board over the holidays.
"Twenty years ago we didn’t have
the technology that we do now.
With computers we can chase
these people down faster than
when we were doing it !mutually in
the ’70s," said Denise Quark of the
FTR.
Iii their annual news release. the

FIB explains the process of pursuing nonfilers. The first step is a letter giving a person 30 days to clear
up the matter. They have the
opportunity to file or protest paying taxes.
If there is no compliance to this
letter, a tax assessment is issued.
This explains how much is owed
am’ allows the person 60 days to
it it and respond to the assess-

111(11 I

Th,- tax assessment tan lhoe
penalties of up to 50 percent of the
estimated tax liability plus a $114
enforcement fee, according to the
FTB news release.
A filial hill is issued after 60 days.
If there is still no response, the
FIR will take action. If a person
has funds in a bank account, the
Fib has a right to wire them. The

FTB can also attach up to 25 percent of a person’s wages until the
debt is paid off.
For I993’s taxes, $500 million
were issued in tax assessments.
Two-thirds of California’s taxpayers receive a refund. so it is possible that some nonfilers don’t owe.
Quade said their are various reason some people do not file taxes.
"Some are new to the state and

don’t the system well enough.
Some don’t have the abilin to par.
what they owe, and sonic .just procrastinate."Quade said.
Anyone with questions regarding state income taxes can go to
the FTB at 96 N. Third St. in San
Jose or call l-$00-$52-571 I.

End to war urged

GOP feeds needy

Psychiatric fraud

Token clerk dies

Bntish physicist and Noble Peace
Prize winner Joseph Rotblat said
the only way to nd the world of
nuclear threat is to "abolish war
altogether."

Food banks, soup kitchens and
other charities will have more
government -bought food if the
GOP Congress gets its way.

Aetna Life Insurance Co. is suing
a group of Southern California
psychiatric providers, saying it
and other insurers lost millions
from fraudulent billing schemes.

A subway token clerk died
Sunday after a struggle to
recover from burns suffered in a
robbery attempt that was a
replay of a scene from a movie
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If You Don’t Know, Now You Know

i want world peace,a
balanced budget, our
troops to come home
safely, an end to world
hunger, a cure for aids,
and

uaiiflfl
GOSH,
HEN KIDS / REMEMBER
HAD
REALISTIC
WISH

Lisrs!

cH..4 L. Voorelot,-x-C)/91S

Republicans and conservative terrorism
bad shape in this country when
you can’t look at a couple of huge
knockers and notice it" (Rush
Limbaugh) as "possibly our greatest living American?" Go figure, he
won’t touch conservane sle,t/e.
Now enters M&Nt \ tars. who
says it will not run ails on some of
the no-nos in Bennett’s "free" market system. That means you will
most likly not see those little
M&M’s dancing around a bowl hill
of chocolate while you’re enjoying
Rick’. M&M/Mars decides to be
one of Bennett’s tools in the fight
for censorship.
While we’re on the subject, let’s
take a look at which corporate
sponsors are bringing us the
Contract on America. Here’s the
percent of donations from political
action committees that went to the
Republican revolution in 1995:
RJR Nabisco gave 72.8 percent.
Philip Morris gave 73 percent.
National
The
of
Association
Home Builders
(where their slogan is "too much
growth is not
enough") gave
83 percent.
United
Parcel
Service
gave 71.9
percent.
The

National Automobile Dealers
Association gave 76.8 percent.
Remember these companies the
next time you get a nice gulp of
poisoned water or get disease and
cancer from just breathing the air
(that’s what will happen without a
strong EPA, Clean Air Act and
Clean Water Act if it isn’t happening now). Or when you can’t say
something you want to say (flag
burning amendment means watch
what you say or else).
Conservatives are good at wanting to pee on the bill of rights,
except. of course, when it comes to
guns. They don’t want too many
armed people mad at them ("a
WELL REGULATED militia ...,"
look it up).
Maybe it comes down to a severe
type of parenting. Instead of saying
"you shouldn’t watch this" and
explain why, conservatives like to
say "you will not watch this" and
send you to your room.
Adios SJSU, thanks for reading.
Aj ,Vomai is a
Spartan Daily
Columnist

As it anothei example of why
thinking Americans have stopped
reading daily newspapers was
needed, last Thursday’s Spartan
Daily article ("Scandal rocks UPD
morale," Dec. 7, 1995) was a prime
example of the tabloid journalism
that infects the craft.
As a member of the SJSU
Department of Public Safety but
not part of the University Police
can state
I
Oepartrnent
unequivocally that reporter Ken
McNeill got many of his "facts"
wrong. As an object lesson in
Mr.
reporting,
unbalanced
McNeill’s piece deserves recognihow not to do it,
tion "here’s
class." Only as a practitioner of
"ambush journalism" does Mr.
McNeill get passing marks.
Without taking the side of either
management or the individual
police officers quoted in the story,
Mr. McNeill seems to have failed
utterly to understand that he was
not telling the full story. Half a
story is not the whole story, nor is it
the truth. I hope Spartan Daily
readers understand that and read
such pieces as Mr. McNeill’s with a
skeptical eye.
Management always faces stories
such as Mr. McNeill’s "gagged."
When a university manager says he
or she cannot comment on "personnel matters" that does not automatically mean the manager is tryas I have
ing to hide something
seen numerous Spartan Daily
reporters infer over the years.
Rather, managers have a legal and
moral obligation to protect the

We tried to ... make sure all

people of the campus
community were represented
equally throughout
the semester.
harsh at times, was only because I felt certain
things needed special attention.
But above all, I hope we were fair, and I hope
we did a good job. It’s a tough job, and I know
we made some mistakes, but I also hope we
had some triumphs. However you may perceive things, prepare for a change.
I am confident in the new staff, and I
know they will do a good job in presenting the news to the entire campus community. God bless.
Larry Lee is
the Spartan Daily
Executive Editor

employee’s privacy and the university s potential legal exposure in
personnel matters. However, other
parties are under no such restrictions and are free to exercise their
Constitutional rights of free
speech in any way they choose.
In the finest tradition of
Gerald() Rivera (that’s not a compliment), Mr. McNeill’s cover for
his "expose" was that he was doing
a story on Community Oriented
Policing which, of course he was
not.
It is too bad Mr. McNeill
ignored the Community Oriented
Policing Program story. COPPs is
just one way the Department of
Public Safety is working hard to
implement the revolution in customer service on campus initiated
for
President
by
Vice
Administration Don kissing. The
real "scandal" regal ding Mr.
McNeill’s story is that the Spartan
Daily is oblivious to an even better
the enormous demonstraone
tion of unity, creativity and desire
to better serve students going on
in the Department of Public Safety
and Administrative Division.
Richard Staley
Manager, Traffir and Parking
Operations
t)t’partruut’Tu ii Public Safety

Internment story
politically naive
I was noi surprised no see an Al tide about Japanese internment
camps in Thursday’s issue of the
Spartan Daily. However, since
Thursday marked
the
54th
anniversary of the attack on Pearl
Harbor, I was shocked to discover

What’s a New Year’s resolution anyway?
less than one month, we will
begin a brand new year, 1996. I
In
have already begun planning
to do all the chores I never finished in 1995, to break all the bad
habits I could not break in 1994,
and to achieve all the goals I never
achieved in 1993. It is time for New
Year’s resolutions.
Each year, I make a list of all the
important and the trivial things I
would like to see change in my life.
I write my resolutions down on a
piece of paper and carry it around
with me for about a week. I
promise to obey my wrinkled up
piece of paper with only the best
Intentions.
Last year, I swore I would exercise four times a week, keep up on
the laundry, give myself daily
facials, study for exams well in
advance and drink eight glasses of
water each day. I followed my new
rules perfectly for the first week,
but gradually I went back to my
old ways. By the seventh ofJanttary,
the water consumption diminished
and the facials ceased. By day 14,
the laundry was piled all over the
bedroom. By the time school started, I had just forgotten about New
Year’s resolutions.
This year, however, I have a new
perspective. I will start eating well.

His column appears
every Mon.

Letters

UPD story was
unbalanced

t’s hard to believe, but the semester is finally coming to an end. No more classes, no more late
nights doing catch-up reading and no more waiting in line for whatever this university’s administration might have you waiting in line for this time.
It’s also the end of another semester of the Spartan
Daily. Okay, so this might not be a big deal to you
in fact, half of you out there are not even reading this,
so I know it doesn’t matter to you. However, to me, it
is a big deal.
What it means is I have to pass the responsibilities
over to the next executive editor and the new staff
who will produce the Spartan Daily next semester.
It’s a hard thing to do, especially since we have
given so much of ourselves to the Daily.
I hope we were able to get the community to
pick up the paper, and then read what was
through our presentation, coverage
inside
and my columns.
But more importantly, I hope we were able to
get people to think. Not just think about the news
in general, but think about how that news
affects people.
Another thing we tried to accomplish
is to make sure all people of the campus
community were represented equally
throughout the semester. In doing so, I
met with some opposition, mostly from
people who weren’t ready to see people of all colors in the paper
but it
was worth it.
I’m hoping we were able to shed a
little light on issues concerning all
people on this campus. And if I was

Newsroom Voices

The Other Side
arch-conservative
When
William Bennett began
his attack on daytime TV
talk shows, I knew the conservative
hypocracy was about to hit the
proverbial fan. This attack is so
pathetic, M&M/Mars decided to
join in the frolicking, conservative
fun.
TV talk shows like Sally Jesse
Raphael and Ricki Lake are what
Bennet likes to call morally corrupt or something like that. He
likes to bemoan their lack of
"morals," and call them sleazy. I
can almost get behind that. But
when you start talking about desecrating the great free market system by aiming to get the shows off
the air, you’ve gone into conservative terrorism.
The talk shows are on the air
because people want to watch
them. It’s the great old scenario of
supply and demand, which
prompts the questions: Did
Bennett take Eton IA? Does he
understand he is trying to take
control as a censor for our society?
What kind of a power trip is this?
Then again, maybe it s just that
his book is out and he is just trying
to sell some books. After all, look
at the bucks Powell gathered in
playing the "maybe I’ll run for
president" part all the while selling
his books. Maybe Bennett is just
"acting" like an arch-conservative
because he wants to exploit the
religious white (to borrow a
phrase) economically.
I doubt it. But in this society, a
salesman as a conservative always
steals the show.
But I wonder why Bennet calls a
talk show host that says, "We’re in

Ws hard to say goodbye to yesterday

that
Kei
Koyama’s
article
"Remembering Heart Mountain"
was not accompanied by a story
about Pearl Harbor itself or the
Americans who lost their lives in
the most dastardly attack in
American history. This one-sided
coverage reflects the narrow scope
of history we young Americans
have.
I feel had for the 2,000
Americans from Santa Clara
County and all the others who
were processed for internment as a
result of this country’s distrust
after the attack. Yet, to cover the
loss of their freedom on the
anniversary of the attack and not
even mention the loss of life of
2,326 Americans in Pearl Harbor is
ludicrous. Will ignoring the deaths
at Pearl Harbor ease the pain of
those interned?
There is now an intense pressure on society, and members of
the press in particular, to be ’politically correct.’ Perhaps the Spartan
Daily was trying to be just that in
publishing Koyama’s article. Yet, I
think the decision to run it on the
anniversary of Pearl Harbor
demonstrated not political correctness, but rather a frightening political naivete.
T.R. Nichols
Graduate student
Mass (lommunications

Opinion
page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing a broad range of
opinions with the community,
and readers are encouraged to
express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a 300to 500-word essay (two double
spaced
pages)
on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signatme and major.
Submissions must be typed or
submitted on a 3.5" disk using
Microsoft
Word
on
the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente’ Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 9243237
or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the anwensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SISU.
0

I will quit smoking. No more caffeine. It is two apples a day for me,
and no more dirty dishes. (I will
get eight hours of sleep each
night, and polish my shoes every
morning.)
A lot of people make New Year’s
resolutions. I know for certain I
am not the only one. I have heard
of some pretty strange ones. A
friend of mine once said that when
the clock struck midnight, she
would no longer chew her fingernails. Another friend told me
her plans to cutting garlic
powder out of her diet. Yet
another said his resolution
was to wash his dog at least
once a week.
I remember several
New Year’s Eves spent with
my grandma. (Her resolution was weight loss,
every single year.)
She would make a
huge meal the
night before, and
sit and eat for
The
hours.
of
remainder
the evening, I
would sit on her
lap and watch
Dick Clark’s New
Year’s special. (I NI

Dick Clark’s Countdown.) She
would keep on eating after all,
it was the last day of an old year.
The next day meant no more
food. (What a way to begin the
year.)
The next morning, I would still
have a tummy ache, and grandma
would be resisting the temptation
of leftovers from the night before.
Bless her soul, she usually couldn’t
make it through one day. She
would get frustrated at her failure
to stick with her only resolution.
Face it, they don’t work.
There are no quick solutions to bad habits. And
that is exactly what a New
Year’s resolution is.
Shawna Glynn is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Miter
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Re-Entry Advisory Prognun
Stupjairt ( r till)
I 2noon- I p.m. Administration
RIII ’269 (all 924-r1950.

School of Art & Design
Student Gaffer ies All Show
II ani.-Ip.m. firkin Wixxl’s
(lass, (
Two. ( :onsuelo
J. Unctetwood’s Clam,
Gallery Three. Carrie
Shere s Class, Gallery Five.
Call 924-4330,

Weekly Calendar
TODAY
Jewish Student Union
Last General Meeting 6p.m.
Hugh Gillis Hall, Rm. 221.
Call 924-8177.
KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noonI p.m. Diagonally Speaking
5p.m.-6p.m. Radio Azdan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:10p.m.
Call 955-4831.
Music Dept. Free Concert
West African Drumming
2noon-1p.m., Student Union
Amphitheater Call 924-4673.
Tai-Chi/Wushu Club
Workout 8p.m.-10p.m.
Spartan Complex West, Rm.
202. Call 924-8074.

Suiving Black Brothers
& Sisters
General Meeting 6p.m.
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 295-4248.

TUESDAY
Human Resources Mgmt.
Assoc.
Guest Speaker: Jim Mortill,
Violence in the Workplace.
4p.m.-5:30p.m. Student
Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 448-0382.

Spana Guide is
lreelll And available to snidents
tat kitty& staff
associations.
Deadline is riput
two days below
publication.
Eon’s available
at DIWI 209.
Entries may Ise
edited to allow
for stare rrstrir-

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m. Prime Audio Soup
5p.ni.-6p.ni. Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 955-4831.
Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Ongoing Book Sale
10a.m.-2p.m. Wahlquist North,
Rm. 408 & (lark Lobby.
Call 924-2705.

tions.

West Bank town gets autonomy
TULKAREM, West Bank (AP)
Honking horns and cheers filled
the air Sunday as the once-banned
Palestinian flag flew for the first
time over this West Bank city.
Tulkarem, less than a mile from
the Israeli border, was the second
West Bank town to be transferred
to Palestinian control under the
latest Israel-PLO autonomy agreement.
But as Israeli troops left and 400
Palestinian police arrived, Israelis
across the border. feared they were
now vulnerable to violence and
crime at the hands of their newly
autonomous neighbors.
"I feel a great deal of danger,"
said Orna Tsaraf, who has lived at
the Nitzanei Or collective farm on
the Israeli side of the border for 45
years. She, like other Israelis, wor-

ries the atitonominis ill’CaS Will
become refuges for Palestinian
criminals.
"We want peace. We have children here, grandchildren, and we
want quiet, she told Army radio.
"But recently there hasn’t been
quiet. They come here and steal
cars. They steal all sorts of things.
And to tell you the truth. I am
afraid."
A Jewish settler and his 4-yearold daughter were wounded
Saturday in a drive-by shooting
near the entrance to a West Bank
settlement south of Bethlehem.
The man was shot in the legs
and his daughter was slightly
injured by shrapnel. The attackers
have not been caught.
Several dozen Jewish settlers
protested Sunday at the site of the

shooting. u I.tiiiuiuug he liandover
of Bethlehem. set fin. later this
month, wind(’ further endanger
their securitv
WIT e
Four Israeli soldier
wounded in two shooting in,
dents in the West Bank earlier in
the week.
On Friday, Israeli soldiers shot
and killed a 23-y um It Palestinian
man ill a (-lash in
In Ti I harem, 1st liii 5 ’Idlers lowered then flag .ind lett 111 OW middle of the night in a in,si Is si iccessfill attempt to ay( iid last-ininute
attacks.
The first action by arriving
Palestinian police was to arrest a
Palestinian accused of throwing
stones at the del tat nng troops.

Nobel prizes awarded
Seven
Americans
honored
STOCKHOLM, Svyed,ii (Al’)
Seamus Heaney, who use from a
tiny farming community in Ireland
to become a giant in the world of
poetry, was among II people
awarded Nobel prizes on Sunday.
The laureates, including seven
Americans, were singled out for
research that ranged front studies
of the ozi me-layer, to examinations
of how an embryo dey tits or how
it itilt mic
people make their
decisions which in tin n affect
national policies.
The Stockholm Concert House,
where Sunday’s ceremony was
held, was packed with diplomats in

white ties and tails, women in
evening gowns and prominent
professois with chests full of
awards dangling from their necks.
A full on hestra played Haydn
and Mozart in the flower-bedecked
hall, and trumpets brought the
1,800 guests to atten
at each
award presentation.
Winners took home $1.1 million, while co-winners split that
amount. The prizes were created
in 1895 by Alfred Nobel, the inventor of dynamite.
In the afternoon’s most touching moment, the 5-year-old granddaughter of 77-year-old Frederick
Reines gently hugged the frail’
looking scientist around the legs as
he stood to receive a stream of
congratulations.
Reines. of the University of
California, Irvine, and Stanford
University’s Martin Perl shared the
Nobel physics prize for their
research of the universe’s smallest

pima It
In ills 1M-CCII introducing literature Jilt winner Heaney, Swedish
it adeni
member
Oesten
Sjoesti and emphasized the poet’s
humble farming roots
But at Ole %AMC time we meet
in him A lent tied poet who, in the
very micro( wan of language, cultiVates and reveals the Celtic, preChristian and (*.admin literary heritage,’ Sjoest r And said.
E Sherwood Rowland, also of
the University of (:alifornia, Irvine,
Mario Molina of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Paull.
Crutzen of the Netherlands won
for sounding the alarm about
ozime-layer depleni
Nobel Peace Prize winner
Joseph Roiblat, honored in a separate ceremony in Oslo. Norway,
told an audience the only way to
eradicate the threat of nuclear war
and ensure human survival WM to
abolish war.

Winning scientist urges
world to ’abolish war’
OSLO, Norway (AP) 1 he only way
to rid the
world of the threat of nuclear weapons and ensure
human survival is to "abolish war altogether," British
I hysicist Joseph Rot blat
said Sunday as he accepted the Nolx4 Peace Prize.
"Remember %our duty
to humanit).- said the 87year-old laureate. "I ask
the nuclear pincers to
abandon the out id date
.1(1
thinking of the
and take a liiSh
shalt, OW $1.
Rthleit
Millifin peace prize with
his ( olfeagues in the
Ptigsash Ca inferences on
Si ten( e
and
World
Affairs, the anti-nuclear
gnaw he helped fimnd after quitting a team of scientists wi irking it (level( p the first atomic bomb.
A heay%ihut tests on scientists to spurn doomsday
programs and even expose plans for nuclear weaponry, h e told the Nbel
o
audience, which included
s
Noma ’royalty,
it )1, It wit.’ s md foreign diplomas.
ani is resumption ot [nuclear tests at the South
I’. tb M (maim an oll lhiS tall is evidence of a dangertills trend toward gi eater reliance on such weapons,
he added.
"It scientists heeded this call, there would be no
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new nuclear warheads, no French scientists at
Mururoa, no new chemical and biological poisons.
The arms race would be over," he said.
In picking Rotblat
and the London-based
Pugwash, the Nobel
peace committee was
not
only
rebuking
France and China for
their continued nuclear
tests, but offering a grim
I minder of the destruction of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki 50 years ago.
Joseph Rotblat
The site of the
British physicist awards ceremony. Oslo
city hall, was decorated
with flowers and filled
to
capacity.
Whitehaired, ramrod-straight Rotblat, fresh from an audience with Norway’s King Harald V. smiled broadly
upon receiving the gold medal and diploma.
During World War II, Rotblat worked on the
Manhattan Project, which was formed to develop the
first atomic bomb. But he quit before the bomb was
created, no longer believing it was needed as a deterrent.
The Polish -born Rotblat and other scientists,
including Albert Einstein and double Nobel laureate
Units Pauling. founded Pugwash in 1957.

Remember your duty to humanity I
ask the nuclear powers to abandon the
out-of-date thinking of the Cold War and
take a fresh look.
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Clinton tells Congress to avert holiday shutdown
President
Ii II. RIK
AIL
.1 on argued Sunday that last month’s
intent shutdown was a political failure hit Republicans, and pleaded for a
spirit of cooperation an Congress that
a
holiday
impasse.
avert
would
Republicans countered that they will not
be blackmailed by the president into giving up their goals on balancing the budget.
Addressing Florida Democrats be satellite from his home state, Clinton urged
the GOP to pass a temporary spending
measure that would keep federal offices
open while the budget negotiations conunued into the next sear.
The current short-term measure on
funding the government ends at midnight
Friday.
"We ought to be able to agree on one
should
nobody
thing: Nobody
threaten to shut the Fuvernment down
right before Christmas, Clinton said.
Clinton accused Republicans of using
the threat of a shutdown last month to try

to force on him their budget with spending priorities the president called "harmful health care, education and environmental cuts."
Claiming victory in th, November showdown, Clinton said, "They ’id it a month
ago. But the threat failed.’
"As the holidays approach," the president said, "1 sincerely hope there will be it
spirit in Congress that will make it possible
for us to bring good faith to our negotiations."
But Haley Barbour, chairman of the
Republican National Committee, said on
CBS’ "Face the Nation" that it was Clinton
who had failed to live up to his commitments to negotiate seriously on a sevenyear plan to balance the budget.
"If the government closes it’s going to
be because Bill Clinton chooses for the
government to be closed," he said.
Republicans "are not going to be blackmailed by Clinton threatening to close the
government into giving up on what the
American people voted for.

Gore defends
O’Leary travel

\NW Ni .1 ON (AP)
Vice
l’ii.sident .k1 Gore defended
Energy Secretary Hazel O’Leary’s
extensive spending on overseas
trips Sunday, praising her for using
the journeys to create jobs.
"All that stuff doesn’t sound
good and she’s the first to want to
correct any excesses that might be
found." Gore said, after the Los
Angeles Times reported O’Leary
staved in luxury hotels and flew on
a charter jet often rented by rock
stars.
"She herself has requested an
inspector general investigation
and review, Gore said on NBC’s
"Meet the Press." But he added: "I
think it ought tube put in perspective."
On a trip to South Africa using
the chartered jet, O’Leary "created thousands of American jobs
and billions of dollars in contracts
for companies in this country,"
Gore said.
"There’s nobody in the Cabinet
who has done a better job of cutting costs, of eliminating wastes,"
Gore said. "She’s done a fabulous
job in reinventing government
eliminating unnecessary
and

spending."
Records obtained under the
Freedom of Information Act show
O’Leary has spent millions on
overseas trips, far more than other
Cabinet members, and often travels in grander style, the Times said.
O’Leary, who proposed substantial budget cuts for her agency earlier this year, also hired an old
friend as the agency’s "conflict resolution ombudsman," a new position with a $93,166 annual salary
and $12,700 annual living expenses, the newspaper said.
O’Leary responded to the
Times story by announcing
before it was published that she
had asked the department’s
inspector general to review the
"facts on which the article is
based" and assess her office’s practices.
"The article overlooks the vital
national interests that have been
advanced on our overseas missions," she said in a statement
Saturday, estimating the benefit of
business deals concluded during
the trips at $2.4 billion.
O’Leary also has been criticized
recently by members of Congress

di
We ought to be able to agree on one thing: Nobody - nobody should threaten to shut the government down right before
Christmas.
Bill Clinton
U.S. president

If
As the White House and Congress this
week enter a third week of negotiations on
a seven-year budget plan, much of the
focus will be on new estimates to be
released by the Congressional Budget
Office on the economic directions the
nation is taking.
The White House has rejected current
CB0 estimates, saying they are too pessimistic, and the rosier projections expected to come out this week could narrow
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All that stuff doesn’t
sound good and she’s the
first to want to correct any
excesses that might be
found.
Al Gore
U.S. vice president
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for hiring a private firm to rate
how news reporters covered her
agency.
"She is only interested in selfaggrandizement," said Sen. Harry
Reid, D-Nev. "She’s compromised
the entire department for personal
gain and ego."
O’Leary disputed that.
"Anyone who knows me well
knows I am without personal ego,"
she told the Times in an interview.
"... I see a leader of an organization representing the substantive
work of the organization."
In three years in office, the former Minnesota utilities executive
has made 16 trips overseas. Her
missions to India, Pakistan, China
and South Africa cost $720,000,
$500,000, $845,000 and $560,000,
the Times said.
She also has traveled five times
to Vienna and Paris for meetings.

some differences with Republicans on the
size of cuts needed to bring the budget
into balance.
Rep. John Kasich, R-Ohio, chairman of
the House Budget Committee, said on
CBS that with a more optimistic forecast
"we’re going to have a few more extra dollars."
He said that on Friday the Republicans
would produce a revised seven-year-plan
and he hoped some Democrats would sup-

port it.
Kasich dismissed a seven -year-plan
offered by Clinton last week, saying the
White House had reneged on its promises
to abide by CB() estimates. "They said
they were going to play by the same rules,
the same set of numbers and they simply
will not do it."
But both Clinton and Vice President Al
Gore continued to hit the Republicans on
the social consequences of the GOP’s proposals.
Clinton honed in on Medicaid and
Medicare in a heavily scripted questionand-answer session with the Florida
Democrats, saying Republican plans to
scale back growth in those programs were
"unconscionable ... and wrong.
Gore, appearing on NBC s "Meet the
Press," said the American people rejected
the GOP plan because "they don’t want to
devastate Medicare, they don’t want to poison the environment, they don’t want to
slash funding for education."

GOP plan would give government
food to soup kitchens for needy
Food banks, soup
WASHINGTON (AP)
kitchens and other charities that feed millions of people will have more government-bought food if the
Republican Congress gets its way.
Although they slowed the rate of spending for food
stamps and school lunches which cost tens of bilRepublican lawmakers did somelions of dollars
thing else when passing a plan to end the deficit over
seven years. They required the Agriculture
Department to spend $300 million a year on food for
charitable outlets more than it’s ever had to buy.
The debate over the plan, which the administration
opposes, has caused both sides to jump through some
odd hoops.
The Clinton administration has tried in its last two
budgets to end food purchases for The Emergency
Food Assistance Program TEFAP even though
the food reaches society’s most helpless and destitute.
It says scarce nutrition dollars should go to food
stamps.
The program fits the Republican view of things:
States and volunteers, rather than a federal bureaucracy, run the show. "Helping feed the needy in
America can take many routes," said Rep. Bill
Emerson, R-Mo., chairman of the House Agriculture
subcommittee in charge of nutrition.
But then, the Republican plan tells the government
to buy food instead of having charities rely on private
gifts. Though seeking no food money, the administration wants to pay to help ship and store the private
food gifts.
Backers say the government buys staples like flour,
butter, canned tuna, peanut butter and canned beans
and juices a small but critical core of foods that private donors are less likely to supply regularly.
Food bank directors also say gifts from manufacturers and grocers are falling off because of more efficiency and less waste.
Farm
groups, too, like
the government
purchases,
because they ease
surpluses of food.
The "T" in
once
TEFAP
meant "temporary." It started in
the early 1980s
when jobs were
scarcer because
of a recession and
government surplus foods were
great because of
farm programs.
program
The
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Helping feed the needy in America can
take many routes.
Bill Emerson, R-Mo.
House Agriculture subcommittee chairman

became famous for butter and cheese giveaways.
Surpluses dwindled after the 1985 farm bill, but
giveaways became popular, and Congress told the
department to start buying foods. A Democrat, Sen
Patrick J. Leahy of Vermont, fought the Reagan
administration over cuts and pushed legislation in
1988 that made the program permanent.
"TEFAP is the first line of defense against hunger
in America," Leahy said. People get groceries and hot
meals in a few days instead of waiting as long as a
month for food stamps. Some people don’t stay poor
long enough to get food stamps. Many people, especially the elderly, don’t like food stamps because 01
the stigma and because it’s hard to sign up.
Leahy says GOP budget plan will force more people into TEFAP by cutting short food stamps.
The most TEFAP ever received to buy food was
$161.2 million in fiscal 1993. It dropped to $25 million in 1995. A related, smaller program that merges
with TEFAP under the Republican plan gets about
$40 million a year.
Mary Ann Keeffe, the deputy administrator in
charge of special feeding programs at the department, said the government share of food given
through the private outlets has been small, even at
the peak of spending.
Moreover, the emergency food programs offer less
nutrition than food stamps no fresh foods, for
example and the aid is less predictable. No one
really knows how many people benefit, although a private study put the number at 26 million.
"The people that are choosing not to use food
stamps now are unfortunately losing out nutritionally," she said.
Still, the Agriculture Department’s top nutrition
official, Ellen Haas, visited a soup kitchen rather than
a food stamp office on Thanksgiving Eve to speak
against food program cuts.
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Elective course combines service and education
Eiv Sloan Hruby
Svartan Daah, Staff Writer

For students interested III helping their
community, SJSU offers Community.
Service 157. The course is available as All
elective for numerous majors and is based
on the idea of combining service and education.
Developed 15 years ago, the program
focused on offering internships for sociology majors. However, for the last three
semesters it has become part of the regular class curriculum, expanding threefold

to 7$ students. Coordinator Kathleen
Densmore said the course can "awaken
students to get involved, help out the
unfortunate and give back to the community."
Densmore. who assumed the position of
coordinator this semester, said she became
interested in the position while working
with field-site coordinators. Densmore said
she realized that "we can do something
about what we see from day to day, while
learning about ourselves from others."
By combining community service with
education, the program requires students

to spend at least four hours a week working at a designated site.
Currently nine sites are available to students ranging from a homeless program
to an independent aging program that
helps people who lack proper health care.
Students in the programs work strictly as
volunteers.
Sociology major Monica Aceituno took
the course last year and said it opened her
eyes to another world. Working with battered women and children, she was able to
break through her stereotypical view of
the abused and see a "complex problem."

Aceituno identified the problem as a
different form of love and spent her time
listening to the victims. She used an ice
cream analogy to describe the program:
"It’s like vanilla ice cream somebody
can explain it to you but you really don’t
know what vanilla ice cream is till you taste
it."
The previous coordinator. English professor Jonathan Lovell, who still works
closely with the program, said, "The program offers a way to put social values to
use. People find a way to overcome cultural barriers in order to help one another."

Lovell described many Americans as
"alienated to a certain extent to their surroundings." He also said "Community
Service 157 gives students a degree of
empowerment in their community.
Cal State Monterey Bay became the first
public university in California to make a
community service class mandatory for
graduation, Lovell said.
Community Service 157 is offered
through five different programs at SJSU
and can be used as an internship for some
majors. For more information call (408)
924-3744.

Alternative

The Spartan
Daily’s new
executive
editor, Sarah
HarveyLombardo,
left, and new
advertising
director, June
Espinoza,
right, stand
back to back
at the edge of
a semester of
bringing
SJSU news.

PHOTO BY
JOHN LEE
SPECIAL TO
THE DAILY

With new captains, Daily charts fresh course
By Sloan Hruby
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

After a semester, the changing of the guard
has taken place at the Spartan Daily. The
responsibility will be to carry on the award-winning tradition that has kept the Daily running
since 1934.
The new executive editor is Sarah HarveyLombardo, and the new advertising manager is
June Espinoza. Their tenure will run through
the 1996 spring semester.
Harvey-Lombardo will replace Larry Lee as
executive editor. While attending junior high
school, Harvey-Lombardo found her motiva-
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tion to become a news writer when a teacher
said,"You ask too many questions. You should
be a reporter." Using the sarcasm as a building
block, Harvey-Lombardo said she worked hard
to perfect her writing skills.
"In addition to being nosy and a perfectionist, I have always seemed to get good grades in
English," she said.
This combination of attributes made HarveyLombardo a likely candidate for executive editor. In addition to this, she said she set a goal
for herself to become the perfect reporter.
"News writing is addictive, and teaming from
your mistakes can only make you a stronger

writer," she said.
Next semester, Harvey-Lombardo wants to
enlarge the focus of the Daily into a community
paper. Because SJSU is a commuter school, she
feels the university has an obligation to open up
to the community.
’I believe this follows what President Caret
said about becoming a metropolitan university,"
she said.
In the advertising department, Espinoza will
replace Kazuhiro Aoki as advertising director.
A transfer student from West Valley
Community College, Espinoza almost chow to
study law but decided advertising was more in
line with her "creative abilities."
Currently a retail account
executive for the Daily, Espinoza
called the current semester "great
fun" and a "learning experience."
Advertising sales is what keeps the
Daily running and at times it can be
stressful, she said.
"Handling businesses and
some of the rejections gives you a
harder shell that can make you that
much more competitive in the real
world," she said.
Espinoza said that after the
third week of the semester, the student staff is left on its own with little
advising.
"We’re like a team that relies
on each other; it works very well."
With the experience as advertising director, Espinoza hopes to
move into the field of Internet advertising. "I’m tired of the same boring,
mundane commercials. I want to
make something fresh for young people."
The first publication featuring
the new Spartan Daily editors and
staff will be published on Jan. 24,
1996.
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From page 1
Siv’rtscii been teaching the
course in the mid-1980s. Through
the lectures, readings, guest speakers and engagement in activities
with the gay and lesbian community, Sivertsen said she wants her students to understand "some of the
reasons for the severe prejudice
and discrimination that the lesbian
and gay community experiences
and to see its similarities to all
forms of prejudice against women,
racial and ethnic groups and differently-abled people."
Besides looking at the prejudices inflicted on the gay commuriity, Sivertsen covered many
aspects of gay life including issues
such as homosexuality and religion, gay youths, internalized
homophobia. AIDS and safe sex.
This semester, the class of about
35 students was visited by members
from P-FLAG, a support group of
family and friends of gays and lesbians, and Ken Yeager, the first
openly gay trustee of the Santise
Evergreen Community College
District
Although not required, students
are encouraged to do outside
reading about the gay community
and to do projects where they
interact with gays and lesbians.
Projects are worth 75 extra-credit points to students’ grades and
book reports are worth 25 extracredit points. Sivertsen made the
projects worth more points
because she wanted students to
have an understanding of what it
feels like to be an "outsider" in a
community a member of the
minority and to recognize that
the gay and lesbian community is
not so much different than their
own.
Justin Farias, sociology major,
went tp play gay bingo at the till
DeFrank Center, the gay and lesbian community center, on
Stockton Avenue in San Jose. He
described the expereince as
"weird."
"I had never been around
homosexuals before, so I felt out
of place, like a minority," Farias
said. "It was a new experience for
me. I’ll never forget it.
Because the class is listed in the
schedule of classes as "Sociology
Lifestyle,"
172,
Alternative
Sivertsen said confusion surrounds
the course’s content.
"I had three Vietnamese nuns
come into my class the first day.
They all sat in the front. When
they found out what the class was
about, I never saw them again,"
Sivertsen said.
Justin Cho, a sociology major
who arrived from South Korea 7
years ago, was one of the students
that misinterpreted the course’s
title. However, when he found out
the class was about gay and lesbian
experiences, he decided to stay
because of curiousity.
"I didn’t know what the class was
about, but I remember seeing a
documentary on it (homosexulaity) in Korea. I was shocked at
the number of gay people in
Korea. I wanted to find out more
about what is gay life," Cho said.
But confusion has not been the
only thing some students experience. Siversten said often her students are harassed and made fun
of. Often they must keep their
enrollment in her course hidden
from their friends and family.
"Some of the women in my class
get a lot of jazz from their
boyfriends. Some students don’t

tell their parents," Sivertsen said.
"But most students become more
and more open at the end. They
become less intimidated. They
don’t cover their books or hide.
They become more bold
braver."
Carrie Boccaccini, an environmental studies major, recalled an
incident that took place at work: "I
brought the (text)book to work
once and my supervisor asked,
’Carrie, is there something about
you I don’t know?’"
Boccaccini said her friends and
co-workers make fun of her when
she tells them she is in Sivertsen’s
class. But the jokes and questions
about her sexuality did not discourage her from taking the
course.
Farias said he took the class
because of convenience. He registered late in the beginning of the
semester and this class was the only
one that fit his schedule. However,
he said he was also curious about
the subject.
"I come from a small town, and
there weren’t many gay people
around," Farias said. "I really didn’t think much about (homosexuality), but it’s not something I
approved of."
As an athlete on the SJSU baseball team, Farias said his teammates have cracked some jokes
about his enrollment in the class.
He said he’s secure with his identity and the jokes didn’t bother him.
"It’s just a class, and it says nothing about who I am. It’s no big
deal," Farias said concerning his
decision to stay in the class.
"I think Wiggsy is a good
teacher. She’s bold and takes a
stand on what she believes. I like
how she didn’t force any ideas on
me," he said.
The class has helped Farias recognize his own prejudices against
homosexuality. He said it hasn’t
made him accept homosexuality,
but he said he would never
ridicule the people who live the
lifestyle.
"My beliefs against homosexuality are difficult to change. If I can’t
change them then I can keep
them to myself," Farais said.
Sivertsen said her goal "is to proside information about a community that is not spoken of and to
dispel the myths." She wants the
students to recognize their own
prejudices, to understand how
their prejudices can harm others
and to work with themselves to get
over their prejudices.
She ended the class for the
semester by encouraging the gay
and lesbian students "to be visible,
to be counted and to be recognized." Sivertsen said she believes
that their openness will provide
more opportunities for society to
see gay and lesbians as "good people.
"We (the class) have the capacity
to
change
the
world.
Discrimination and bigotry are not
things we can tolerate," she said.
"We can make these changes
together."
She reminded all her students
that one day they may become parents of gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and
transgender children. "When you
bring that infant home from the
hospital, you won’t know. But
when you do, you should not shut
your love off from your child.
Instead, love this child; give him or
her opportunities to grow, and
become the person he or she is."
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Rent-A-Carol
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Chris !utak as he performed early in the show Thursday night. During the last song, Isaak
left the stage and went into the crowd to Sing, "Bonnie."

From pogo I
had played the night before.
Thursday’s may have been one of
the groups’ more energetic shows.
Thiotighout the show, Isaak danced
around the stage with his band members.
During "Diddly Daddy,’ he took
front stage and band members Roly
Sally (bassist), Johnny Reno (sax) and
Hershel Yatovitz (guitarist) took stage
right. The three lined up in a row
doing a synchronized dance like a ’50s
band.
Midway through the show, Isaak
called the audience to the stage, waves
of people rippled their way up, and
the show took on inure energy.
But it wasn’t just Isaak’s showmanship that deserved much applause, it
was also his amazing voice.
In his signature song, "Wicked
Game," lsaak held a long note which
was captivating to say the least. The
crowd roared after the first kw notes,
immediately knowing the song about
to be performed.
lie upstaged that with "Lie to Me"
when he held a note perhaps twice as
long at that in "Wicked Game."
One of the most memorable performances of the show was "Spanish Sky,"
in which Reno belted out one hell of a
performance on the sax.
It was once written that Reno played
like he had just graduated from "Sax
101," but he sounded more like a
Ph.D. during Thursday night’s performance.
Reno’s playing added a sexy jazz feel
to an excellent rendition of this song.
Each note was clear and delivered with
skill and grace.
During the last song, "Bonnie,"
[mak and Reno went out into the audience and performed from the stands.
After singing for a few minutes there,
Isaak ran down the aisle, made his way
around the back and returned to the
stage again.
Being a self-proclaimed perfectionist, Isaak didn’t seem too thrilled with
one spectator.
A woman in the audience kept
yelling at !mak as he was telling a story
and he said, "Shut up." The audience
cheered.
The setup for the stage was also to
be applauded. There were black curtains on either side of the stage to hide
the seating, strips hanging down along
the perimeter of the stage and a great
light show.
It was an incredible transformation
from the plain basketball court students are used to seeing.
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Pair makes off with cash,
then tries to get it back
OAKLAND (AP) Police say a
pair of bank robbers got the hard
part right.
But after stealing the loot from
Wells Fargo Bank, their staged getaway hit a snag.
Here’s what happened in last
Monday’s foiled heist, according to
a confession reportedly offered by
Lorenzo Stanchel, the alleged bagman.
After holding up the bank and
while running to his getaway car,
Stanchel threw the sack containing
several thousand dollar-. beneath a
van parked on Cerrito Avenue, a
few blocks from the bank.
Stanchel wanted to pick it up
later, but a man working in the
area saw the bag and took it for
himself, thinking it was "an early
Christmas," said Oakland police
Sgt. Rob Stewart,
When Stanchel returned to the
van in a car, he confronted the
man, demanding he return the
bag and stolen loot. The man complied, but slowly, throwing a few
bills at a time into Stanchel scar,
That’s when police pulled up.
"Stanchel couldn’t believe someone had taken his money," Sgt.
Stewart said. "The guy was throwing a few packets of money into
the car, but he was going so slow
(Stanchel) had to flee when police
pulled up."
Police tracked down Stanchel
Friday and arrested him.
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From page 1
1 began singing .11 the age it
seven when I jollied the !soy,’
choir," he said.
Amy Dethman, assistant chairperson, said this is her first year
and she is looking_ forward to
being a p" of the "Rent-A-Carol"
priogram.
She said the performance is a
dress-up affair. ’We all wear formal
attire when we sing. tuxedos and
black ties.
"Each student earns $25 per
gig. The money is then put into a
bank, and held there until the
summer competition begins. The
most anyone has ever raised is
$400, which is about 16 gigs. and
that’s a lot," she said.
Kula said the Choraliets provide groups ranging from four to
20 singers. Their rates begin at

From page 1
"\
1,il professors and
departments .0in
the campus
to get leads ti om places that
wouldn’t ordinarily contact the
university, such as the San Jose
Museum of Art and other local
employers."
Lupe Zuniga, a career counselor
at the center, said, ’The internship
bank is new this year, so we have
no way of tracking our actual success rate yet." She said there is a lot
of student interest and the feedback has been positive.
IRB is easy to use: By simply
clicking on the pop-up menu
shown on the screen, the user is
taken on a short sequence of new
screens ranging from geographical
area of interest, to companies of
interest, to field of interest.
Once the user clicks on a particular area, a listing appears with the
name of the company and a wide
range of information, such as job
description, pay (if any), starting
date and phone numbers of contacts.
"IRB grew out of the concept
that students need job experience," said Lint "hen it ,1 stitch-ni
B or C. the%
has a focus,
still don’t know it it’s a prod fit 6 it
them. That’s why an internship is
critical for a sound career choice.
Employers are seeking students
who have clearly distinguished
themselves from others and see
them as motivated candidates."
"’This is when this need to ’road
test’ their inter tsi in an interngive’s them
ship." Said I.1111

ROBERT

For students from
kindergarten to
high school

KILMER

$8 to $10

45 min session
call 408 978-7574

During finals...
the Student Union

has
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hou
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Sun,
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Dec 19
Wed,
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A LOS ANGELES CRIME

id
Not only does it look
good on their resumes, it
enables them to answer
the critical question of
whether the job is right for
them.
June LIM
Resource center assistant director

PI
exp, ism t. to their field of intei est.
Not only does it look good on
their resumes, it also enables them
to answer the critical question of
whether the job is right for them."
Another useful tip in finding an
internship is through the career
center hot line in the Business
Classrooms building, room 13.
Simply get on the hot line phone,
punch in a password (social security number) and wait for directions.
This allows students to access a
variety of jobs from their phones at
home. The listings are all actual
vacancies.
"We know that most students are
not thinking about internships at
this time of the year because it is so
close to finals and the holidays,"
said Zuniga. "But students need to
know that the career center is
opened during the break. and that
it is a good time to use the faciliIICs. We encourage it’

DEN IRO

TUTORS NEEDED

VAL

$125 for a group of hour, but the
price and stir can be customized
Ii) fit anyone’s budget.
Next SUMITIC1, the Choraliers
will travel to Europe to compete. at
a festival in Gorizia, Italy. They will
also perform in Barcelona, Spam,
and Avignon, France.
The SJSU School of Music will
also be performing "A Choraliers
Christmas’ at the First United
stet hodist Church of ( ampbell on
I )et ember 17 at 7 p.m.
’Ficket prices are $12 for general
admission and $6 for students.
Tickets will be available at the door
one hour before the concert. For
more information call (40M) 9244332.
Those interested in more information about "Rent-A-Carol" can
call (4(1K) 924-4377.

Internships

His alleged cohort, Michale
Roberts, already was in custody,
having been nabbed moments
after the robbery while hiding in a
nearby backyard.
As for the money, the man who
found it eventually agreed to give
it back, police said.

*Flexible hours
’Part-time position
*Transportation required
*Available inunediately
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From left field

Spartan
athletic
MVP

The fall 1995 SJSU
sports unraveled

SJSU students
pick Brian Roche
Spartan Daily StaPu,t

When the votes were counted
the verdict read: Brian Roche.
And it may be appropriate for
the second team Associated Press
All-American who is thinking of
being a lawyer.
"Law has always been something that has interested me. I
would like to attend law school
and eventually become a congressman," he said earlier in the
semester.
And the tight end, who had
never played offense before his
freshman year, ended his career
at SJSU as the only Spartan tight
end to have two consecutive 30reception seasons and holds the
record for most receptions by an
SJSU tight end.
He led the Spartans with 66
catches for 729 yards this season.
Was named first team 1995
All-Big West Conference Football
team and Football News AllAmerican second team.
Roche had his best performance, and the best for any SJSU
tight end, against San Diego State
with 11 receptions and 114 yards.
The walk-on transfer from Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo also holds a
3.25 GPA and has been a scholarathlete every semester at SJSU.
Now, Roche will most likely be
picked in the upcoming draft
according to many coaches and
recruiters, and he can be
watched on television if he plays
in the NFL.
it would be an honor just to
get there," Roche said. "Even if I
am the last pick in the last round
I would still say it would be the
happiest day of my life."

di

FILE PHOTO SPARTAN DA111

Tight end Brian Roche heads into the endzone for a 10-yard touchdown in the fourth quarter, his second touchdown of the day in the Spartan’s 52-14 Homecoming victory over
UNLV.

49ers trounce Panthers
CLEMSON, S.C. (AP) In his
first two games after shoulder
surgery, Steve Young left some
questions lingering about just
how far his recovery had progressed. On Sunday, he closed the
debate.
"I feel like I’m getting to midseason form," Young said after he
threw for two touchdowns and
ran for a third in San Francisco’s
31-10 victory over the Carolina
Panthers.
Young, whose injured throwing
shoulder kept him out of the
Panthers’ Nov. 5 victory in San
Francisco, underwent surgery
Nov. 13. He threw for 226 and
242 yards in his first two games
unspectacular
back solid but
performances in which he also
struggled with his accuracy at
times.
But Young had no such problems Sunday, completing 31 of 45
passes for 336 yards. It was his
most productive yardage total
since throwing for 348 on Sept.

25 against Detroit, and his total
attempts were two more than his
previous career high of 43 against
Chicago in November 1986.
"I feel very good," he said. "I’m
feeling more confident. I’m still
working on a little more accuracy,
trying to put the ball in a better
spot every time. But it’s coming
around."
Young, who was sacked twice
and took a number of hard hits,
said he didn’t think there was any
rustiness remaining from the
surgery.
"If there’s any, it got knocked
off today," he said.
Young helped San Francisco
(10-4) extend its NFL-record
streak of 10-victory seasons to 13
in a row.
The 49ers could have wrapped
up their sixth NFC West title in
seven years under coach George
Self’ by defeating Carolina and
havi.,g Atlanta either lose to or tie
New Orleans. But Atlanta downed
the Saints, postponing the 49ers’

title drive for at least a week.
Seifert found some consolation
in the 49ers’ play in their rematch
against the Panthers, who had
forced five turnovers in San
Francisco.
"We played a heck of a lot
more effectively and more intently," Seifert said. "At the same
time, Carolina made some great
plays the last time we played
them."
Carolina (6-8) was trying to
keep itself in the thick of the battle for a wild-card playoff spot,
something no expansion team
had ever flirted with before.
Instead, the Panthers fell short in
their third attempt to reach the
.500 mark this season and were
eliminated from playoff contention.
"We didn’t make the plays that
you have to make to play against a
team like the 49ers, coach Dom
Capers said. "You have to be very
efficient, and we weren’t."
Carolina’s 13-7 victory over the

SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY
WINTER QUARTER STARTS JANUARY 2, 1996!
MONDAY

TUESDAY

49ers was the first time an expansion team defeated a defending
Super Bowl champion, and the
rematch drew a crowd of 76,136,
the Panthers’ first sellout at
Clemson’s Memorial Stadium.
But Young quieted them by
throwing for 214 yards in the first
half as the 49ers built a 21-3
advantage.
Carolina
cornerback
Tim
McKyer, whose 96-yard interception return was the Panthers’ lone
touchdown in San Francisco,
once again was involved in a pair
of big plays. But this time, those
big plays came at his expense, setting the stage fin. the 49ers to end
Carolina’s four-game winning
streak home.
Jerry Rice got behind McKyer
for a 46-yard pass play that set up
a touchdown on the 49ers’ opening possession. Rice outjumped
McKyer to make a juggling 36yard reception that helped San
Francisco extend it to 14-0 in the
second quarter.

INSTITUTE

PARALEGAL
FOREDUCATION

COURSES OFFERED THIS QUARTER INCLUDED:

WEDNESDAY

TI1URSDAY

FRIDAY

DAY

Sumniary of

Intro to Computers in

WordPerfect 5.1

Career Development

Intro to Law

CLASSES

American Law

Law

Penny Smalley

Lee Gidliver, F.sq

James Patrick, Es(’

Gene Lindenbatim

Wrapping up the
SJSU sports this
semester is not
as easy as wrapping a
Christmas present, but let’s
try.
If
you’re
looking
for funnies
try
the blooper of the
year
freshman
wide
receiver
Windrell
Hayes’
handy
catch.
a
On
bizarre
in
play
secthe
ond quarter, tight
end Brian
Roche had Just caught a 23yard pass from quarterback
Carl Dean and was hit by
Mike
cornerback
Aggies
Hudson, the ball was popped
up and guess who ended up
with the ball and took it 70
yards for the touchdown?
Well, the football
III
team finished with a familiar
finish, the same record (3-8) it
had last year, despite two losses by less than two points to
pivotal
two
conference
foes; Northern
and
Illinois
University of
Pacific.
The
bright spot for
our
tough
Roche
guys?
was voted second team AllAmerican by
the Associated
Press,
broke
two school records, and you
may see him on television
next year.
On a better note, the
football team should take
lessons from the SJSU hockey
team (13-4), who are playing
nothing like our native San
Jose Sharks. (If you want to
see a winner sell your tickets
to the Sharks and come watch
OUT very own SJSU team.)
The soccer team (611-1) tried to pull a Cinderella
bid, but had it slip away with a
Washington Huskies tying
goal in a double overtime
game with just 24 seconds left.
"They gave an awful lot of
heart," said SJSU soccer coach
Gary St. Clair. "They left their
heart on this field. They wanted it so badly, and to have it
taken away in the last 24 secI really felt for them."
onds
Well, don’t feel to bad
coach, other coaches on campus can relate.
Good news? Football
coach John Ralston was
blessed with a three-year
extension for going 8-25 in
three seasons. It shouldn’t be
to hard to improve on that.
first-ever SJSU
The
women’s soccer team played
like "Rocky" as it had its first
winning season with a 10-6
record.
Jeanette
Swimmer
III
Thorner shattered former
SJSU record holder AngieWester-Krieg’s time of 4:36.57.
Krieg was a member of the
1992 Olympic team. Say hello

Wonne Ekem, JD
Civil Litigation II

Drafting

JR,. Law School

Vicki Thorbum, PIS

If you want to see a
winner sell your tickets to
the San Jose Sharks and
come see our very own
SJSU team.

Internship

London

$235*

Susan Erwin
EVENING
CLASSES

Intro to Enviro Law
Ed Quevedo, Esq

Principles of Legal
Practice

Real Property Law

M. Dean Sutton, Esq LE:XIS

judge Kevin Murphy.
Securities
Regulations
Gene landenbaum,

Superior Court
Criminal Law
Judge Hugh Midin
Superior Court

leg-al Resean li using
Nil-nine Ekem, JD

in law
Consultant

Michael Bracco, Esq
Advanced
WordPerfect 5.1
Penny Smalley

11’1-lung
Prof Dennis Iliga,.11)

Advance Wills and
Trusts
Francis B Doyle

NOTES
.Open House
Dec. 8,6:30 pm,
SCU Bannan Hall

Constitutional Law
.liidge Kevin Murphy,
Superior Conrt

Intro to Computers Civil Litigation II
Kim Hodes,

legal Researcli an( i

1.aw Office

Room 127

Management

*Contact us for

Gayle Mosee

more info:
Ph: 554 - 4535

Summary of American
law
M. Dean Sutton, Est,

I/ If our baseball
team
can swing the bat as well as
Vibeke Stensrud can hit a golf
ball then it will be ranked
Stensrud won
nationally.
three consecutive tournaStanford
the
ments
:
the
Edean
Invitational,
Infanfeldt Classic and the Golf
Dunes
World/Palmetto
Invitational.
The women’s basketball team, which looked as if it
were headed in a downward
spiral, won the Idaho tournament in Moscow, Idaho.
Freshman Carol
Burns led the women’s cross
country team to it’s first-ever
victory at the Pacific Women’s
Cross Country Invitational.
But, hey it’s there first season
ever.
An archery class on
campus shot apples off bottles. Maybe our sports teams
can take that class to relieve
some of that losing stress.
Ralston said he was
saving some strong freshman
recruits for the WAG next
year. Well, let’s hope it pays off
it sure would make a good
Christmas present for next
year around this time.
What should SJSU
put on Santa’s wish list? How
about that all our teams play
like the 49ers?

Eddie &cap is a
Spartan Daily staff writer

I .ega I Writing and

Associate Dean

I.ee Glaser, Esq

Athletic
Director
Tom
Brennan is
looking
into a job
in
offer
Western Michigan. What’s
wrong Tom, is it getting too
hot in the kitchen?
The basketball team
(0-5)is headed in the wrong
direction. Let’s hope it doesn’t lead to an 4-23 record.
Sound familiar?
Too bad SJSU teams
don’t get the first pick in the
draft.
The women’s volleyball team , who had a 23-12
winning
record last
folyear,
lowed along
the SJSU losing path as it
plummeted
to 14-17 and
6-12 in the
Golden Gate
conference
cellar.

SATURDAY

Lois Schwarts,

Intermediate Probate

to the next Janet Evans folks.
The tennis team had
it’s usual invisible season. (It
will continue next spring.)
The crybaby of the
Arron
Golfer
semester?
Oberholser pulled a John
McEnroe as
he cussed
and kicked
his golf bag
a
after
tough
at
showing
the
University
San
of
Francisco
Invitational
tournament.

Fax: 534- 5188
E-mail: serwinet
scuacc.scii.edu

Frankfurt
Paris
New York
Wash. DC
Boston

$229*
$235*
$159*
$178*
$178*

i Al, me each way Irons San Pall(15( 0 based on a
FrXindllip psyches, 01.41, IC TIOP, apply and taxes POI
101 itiliPd (MI lot ninon woddwide domnanons

Council Travel
394 University Ave., Suite 2(X)
Palo Alto, CA 94301

408-295-8886
EURAILPASSES

TAKE A BREATHER
ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS
If you are healthy, non-smoking
and between the ages 12-65, you
may qualify to participate in a
research study using an
investigational asthma or allergy
medication. You will receive
financial compensation for
your time and effort. Qualifie
participants could earn up to
$800.

Allergy & Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research
Center
I SS M,,orpark Avenue, Suite 3, San Jose

1-M00 74-ASTIIMA
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Stanford women
run over Broncos

PDOTO BP JAY L. CLEN DENIS

SPAR IAN

DAILY

Adrienne Simpson, left, swam her way to first place while teammate Suzy Brooks, not shown, placed second in the 200 meter freestyle
against San Francisco State and Cal State Hayward on Friday at S.F. State.

George takes the Heisman
Frasier focuses
on winning title
NEW YORK (AP) After watching Eddie George win the
Heisman
Trophy,
runner-up
Tommie Frazier and third-place
Danny Wuerffel turned their attention to another major prize.
Frazier’s top-ranked Nebraska
Conihuskers will play Wuerffel’s
No. 2 Florida Gators for the
national championship Jan. 2 in
the Fiesta Bowl.
"Everyone here is a team player
and has dedicated himself to a
team goal of winning a national
championship," Frazier said.

Frazier and Wuerffel spent time
together at the Heisman ceremony
Saturday niFht, but the quarterbacks didn t discuss the Fiesta
Bowl.
"This is not the place to be talking about it," Wuerffel said. "But
obviously we’re excited about playing for the national championship."
George’s dream of winning a
national title was dashed two weeks
ago when previously unbeaten
Ohio State lost to Michigan 31-23.
So instead of a trip to the Rose
Bowl, the fourth-ranked Buckeyes
will play co-No. 4 Tennessee in the
Citrus Bowl on New Year’s Day.
"That sting will never go away,"

George said of the Michigan game.
"That’s something I’ll have to deal
with when I go to the next level."
Winning the Heisman should
ease some of the pain for George,
who led the nation with 24 touchdowns and rushed for a schoolrecord 1,826 yards.
After weeks of speculation that
the vote would be one of the closest in Heisman history, the senior
tailback won the award by a comfortable margin, beating Frazier by
264 points and Wuerffel by 473.
A chart made by Deloitte &
Touche, the accounting firm that
tabulates the Heisman ballots,
showed that George built a big
lead during the first two weeks of

voting, giving him enough cushion
to withstand a rally by Frazier and
Wuerffel in the final two weeks.
Wuerffel, who finished with big
games against Florida State and
Arkansas, was actually the top votegetter in the final week, when
about half the ballots were
received.
"But the award isn’t based on a
few games," Wuerffel said. "You’ve
got to play the whole season."
Northwestern running back
Darnell Autry finished fourth and
Iowa State running back Troy
Davis was fifth. Both are sophomores, so they’ll have another
chance to win the Heisman.

(AP) Olympia Scott’s strong
inside play came at just the right
time for No. 9 Stanford.
With No. 2 Tennessee ahead
Saturday, the Cardinal’s post game
needed some revving up. And
Scott, a 6-foot-2 sophomore center,
did just that, scoring 22 points
Sunday in a 91-51 rout of Santa
Clara.
She had eight rebounds, two
blocks and shot 9-for-16 in only 18
minutes. She scored six straight
during a 9-0 run at the outset of
the second half.
"We finally established our post
game today. We have five excellent
post players plenty of firepower
underneath," said Stanford interim coach Amy Tucker, who
received a total of 53 points from
the center position Sunday.
"When Olympia gets going, so
does the team. She took control
out there, and that’s what we needed in the block. We’re certainly
going to need all that and more
against Tennessee."
The Cardinal (3-1) recorded its
19th consecutive home victory.
The Broncos fell to 3-2.
Scott, who came into the game
averaging seven points and was no
factor against Old Dominion a
week earlier, hit a fallaway jump
shot with one second left in the

first half to give Stanford a 39-29
lead.
After teammate Kate Starbird
netted a 3-pointer to start the second half, Scott made three straight
Ins to break the game open at
"I had been called for some
cheap fouls early (against Old
Dominion) and was taken out of
the game," Scott said. "I’m gaining
more offensive confidence each
time out.... I’ve added several new
moves to my game, and I put them
to use today. We just got hot and
stayed hot."
The Broncos had made a game
of it in the first half, pulling to 3329 on a jumper by Suzanne Ressa
with 2:30 left. But Stanford closed
with a flourish on unanswered baskets by Bobbie Kelsey, Heather
Owen and Scott.
Although Tucker emptied her
bench in the second half, the
Cardinal continued to increase its
lead.
Reserve centers Owen (16
points) and Naomi Mulitauaopele
(15) also dominated for the
Cardinal, who owned the boards,
57-27.
Starbird and Jamila Wideman
added 11 apiece for Stanford.
Ressa led Santa Clara with 10
points.

Ivanisevic wins Grand slam
A
MUNICH, Germany
relaxed Goran Ivanisevic is erpowered an injury-plagued Todd
Martin, then accepted a check for
$1.625 million the richest prize
in tennis for winning the Grand
Slam Cup.
Ivanisevic fired 28 aces in a
match that lasted only 1 hour, 43
minutes Sunday. He won 7-6 (7-4),
6-3, 6-4, then cited his mental outlook as crucial to his success.
"I played without pressure this
week and I played very good tennis," the Croatian said.
Ivanisevic’s victory in the $6 mil-

lion tournament made up for a
frustrating year without a title on
the ATP tour. Even so, Ivanisevic
earned $3.7 million in 1995.
"I can hardly believe it," he said.
"After a not-so-good year. ... No
one counted on me here and that
makes me even happier."
Martin, hampered by physical
woes, wasn’t able to mount much
of a challenge.
The 25-year-old American beat
hometown favorite Boris Becker in
Saturday’s semifinals, but looked
lackluster against Ivanisevic.

crozewhirt.N.,
()I

HAWAII

MILPITAS FACTORY STORE
AMERICA’S FIRST T-SHIRT STORE
IS OFFERING AN ADDITIONAL

30% OFF

ON ALREADY REDUCED
SPORTSWEAR MERCHANDISE
FOR ALL
SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS & FACULTY
BEGINNING NOW THROUGH DECEMBER 26th

Savings up to
75%
Off Retail Prices
REGULAR AS LOW AS

$19.99
$9.99
$18.99

HOODED SWEATSHIRTS $64.00
$20.00
T-SHIRTS
’fi58.00
SWEATSHIRTS
All American Made
Original Screenprinted
and Embroidered Art
Men’s, Women’s, & Kid’s
Sportswear and T-Shirt
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S.F. mayoral contest splish-splashes to an end
FRANCISCO (AP) The
L, 44hla& k shoeshine boy reaches
into a filth% spittoon in a segregated Texas barbershop, fishing out
the coins his white r tistoMers
throw in for a laugh
Remember that image and, just
MaNbe, you an peek inside Willie
Bi own a half-century later as he
stands in (its Hall’s shadow, trying
to beat incumbent Mayor Frank
Jordan in Mesita% ’s runoff election.
"I’ve never campaigned this
hard in no lire." Brown said
between handshakes and auto-

graphs at a bus station. "I’m obvipleasure,
ouslv working hard
how are you to get these List
opportunities I’m Willie Brown,
pleasure I’m taking nothing for
granted Hi, I’m Willie Brown,
pleasure. pleasure ..."
Brown, who made governors
weep and presidents fawn during
his 14 years as speaker of the
California House, clearly has no
intention of returning to Texas to
fish coins out of spittoons.
Brown’s intensity aside, the contest seems more like a coronation
than all election.

id
I’ve never campaigned this hard in my life.
Willie Brown
San Francisco mayoral candidate

After finishing first Nov. 7, the
famously flashy Brown, known for
his Armani suits and sports cars,
leapt to a 20-point-plus lead in the
polls for the runoff.
He’s collected more money than
Jordan. Ten of the city’s 11 supervisors endorsed him. So did the
Police Officers Association. And
the city’s Democratic clubs. And
every major homosexual and environmental group in San Francisco.
Emil Kuchercki voted for Jordan
four years ago. but this time he’s
for Brown.
Jordan "wasn’t strong enough,"
Kuchercki said after shaking the
candidate’s hand. "I think Willie
Brown’s going to do a good job."
Dela Weeks, who’s black, said
she’s proud to vote for Brown.
"Because black people have
struggled so much, I think he will
keep in mind the children, the
people, she said.
walks
the
foggy
Jordan

December streets of San Francisco,
neighborhood by neighborhood,
shaking hands and making small
talk with residents who clearly have
affection, if not admiration, for
their one-time police chief.
A friend for 30 years, bartender
Seamus Coyle, said Jordan "tried
very hard to be a good mayor."
But, he confided, 1 always thought
he should have been a priest."
Jordan seems coated with the
wrong kind of Teflon credit for
his accomplishments slides right
off him.
San Francisco won twin honors
this year as the nation’s favorite
tourist destination and the city
with the best business climate.
Jordan balanced four budgets and
eliminated an inherited deficit. He
successfully mediated the city’s
acrimonious newspaper strike. He
kept the Giants in town.
But memories are short.
"We all have our problems

id
I’m dealing with a 31 -year, very astute politician. He’s
got the machine behind him. And he has a great way of
speaking as an entertainment factor saying a lot of
things but really saying nothing.
Frank Jordan
San Francisco mayor

9,
and he’s too honest," said supporter ,Josephine Schaefer under the
hair drier at a beauty shop the
mayor visited.
And the opposition is tough.
"I’m dealing with a 31/ear, very
astute politician," Jordan said.
"He’s got the machine behind
him. And he has a great way of
speaking as an entertainment facsaving a lot of things but
tor

really saying nothing."
So trust is Jordan s last issue, his
hole card, indeed his whole campaign. Don’t let Willie Brown do to
San Francisco what he did to that
iniquity,
den
of
political
Sacramento, cries Jordan.
Jordan supporters stand on
street corners holding signs that
simply say "Trust."

Too many channels, too little room Insurer alleges
Cable TV
networks vie
for space
It’s
ANAHEIM, ( aid
more a taunt than a promise, the
telelist of 100-plus proposed cable
vision channels.
From the Gospel Network to the
Hobby Craft Network to Gay
Entertainment Television, there’s
potentially something for all of
eclectic America. But while viewer
interest may abound, that’s not
enough.
After all, there’s practically a
"No Vacancy" sign on cable TV systems, still slumming in cramped.
pre-504) channel quarters.

So newcomers need the allure
of, say. Robert Redford. The backing of the nation’s largest cable
operators. And the kind of connections that make young Harvard
MBA grads go weak in the knees.
Redford’s
like
Ventures
Sundance Film Channel, Nick at
Nile’s TV Land and Speedvision
all launching in early 1996 end
up the victors in a world of limited
channel space and monolithic
cable systems.
The Sundance channel, offering
independent movies in the tradition of the actor-director’s
Sundance Film Institute, has something to equal his star power: the
clout of media titan Viacom Inc.
Viacom also is the force behind
TV Lind, the new home for old
series like "Hill Street Blues,"

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES / ENTRY LEVEL

LL
Enterprise, one of Amerk.ars fast growing and largest privately held comparues, is curreniiv epanding in the Bay Area Ideal candidates will be motivated.
makelrhappen p - plc is ho will have the ahility to follow our last paced
Management Trauung Program where growth and financial rewards corne quickly.

I

BS/BA Degree required
Retail/sales expenence a plus
All promotions to management 100% from within
All promotions based on performance and merit
Management incomes yearly 530,000-$75,000 salary
Full benefits package including profit sharing and 401K

Enterprise is America s largest rental car company with over 2000,
locations and more than
18.1100 employees It you are energetic and success driven, we want to hear from you.
For Menlo Park, Palo Alto, San Jose, Santa Cruz & kliinterev call and ask for Human
Resources at 408-467-1300 or send resume to
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
226 Airprto Parkway, Ste 600

San lose, CA 95110

Enterprise

Iqual orponurun emplmer

"The
and
"Gunsmoke"
Honeymooners."
Speedvision, which will spin its
wheels with all-motor sports programming, has giant cable operaCommunications,
tors
Cox
Continental
Comcast
and
Cablevision among its joint owners.
Other 1996 debutantes include
BET on Jazz: The Cable Jazz
Channel, which has the estabEntertainment
lished
Black
Television channel to help its
launch; the Prime Life Network
for the over-50 market; and the
Ecology Channel.
The Cable Jazz Channel would
be delighted with a 2 million-home
reach by the end of next year, says
BET executive vice president
Curtis Symond.
For Speedvision and new sister
channel Outdoor Life, "we are
blessed with the ownership and
participation of three of the top
five cable companies," said Roger
Werner, president of the channels.
"They are providing a large platform, if you will. From their 12 million homes, we’ll probably have 6
(million) or 7 million available to
us in the next two years as a springboard," he said at the Western
Show, an annual cable industry
gathering in Anaheim.
Prospects seem dimmer for
Prime Life and the Ecology
Channel, both privately funded.
Without major cable company
backing, the pair earned the lowest
"survival quotient" scores in a
Cablevision magazine analysis of
nine new ventures.
Bob Gordon, who spent the last

eight years preparing to launch
The Auto Channel, knows about
survival. He says cable commitments to the venture ended
abruptly when the operators invested ill their own, similar projects.
"It’s impossible to break into a
cartel that owns both distribution
and programming," Gordon said.
Look at the new channels, he says,
and you’re looking at cable operator property.
Can a channel grow without
major cable company backing? "It
means it doesn’t happen. It’s that
simple," said Don Leahy, executive
vice president of CelticVision: The
Irish Channel.
CelticVision gained an East
Coast toehold last March through
the benevolence of Charles Dolan,
the Irish-American chairman of
Cablevision Systems who gave the
fledgling channel access to his
Boston-area system.
The channel, which also has
exposure on a service that lets
viewers "sample" various offerings,
knows growth is unlikely for now.
But CelticVision is not squandering its time.
"We have sought to refine the
product ... with the understanding
that there really aren’t channels
out there to be gotten," Leahy
said. "You have to be in the business, you have to be on the radar, if
you want to be in the next round"
of expansion.
For CelticVision and others,
Leahy expects that will be by early
1998.
By then, the long-promised digital compression that was to allow
for the a00-channel world.

psychiatric fraud

Nuvo Inc. A Rollerblade

$199

Community
Hospital of Van Nuys; the
recently closed Bellwood
Health Center in Bellflower;
County
Orange
and
Community Hospital in Buena
Park and Orange.
Also targeted was New Life
Treatment Centers, which had
a program at Hollywood
Community but now operates
only at Orange County
Community under the name
Dr. Fred Gross Christian
Therapy.
Lawyers for the defendants
say the lawsuit is simply a tactical move targeting money that
insurers hope to recoup in the
era of managed care.
"This is a fight that has been
going on for years and years
about medical necessity, said
Barry Landsberg, an attorney
for the Assessment Center, a
San Juan Capistrano-based program for mentally ill substance
abusers named as a defendant
in the lawsuit.
"On the one hand are
licensed psychiatrists who are
required to accurately diagnose and document their treatment of patients. ... On the
other is an insurance company
that makes money paying as
few claims as possible.

LOS AN(;LI.F.S (AP)
Aetna Life Insurance Co. is
suing a group of Southern
California
psychiatric
providers, saying it and other
insurers lost millions of dollars
from fraudulent billing and
other alleged schemes.
Among the questionable
therapeutic practices specified
by Aetna are Jacuzzi baptisms
and outings at Disneyland. The
company also claims providers
plied patients with alcohol and
used telemarketers to lure
them into services they didn’t
really need.
The lawsuit seeks three
times the insurer’s alleged losses, which are not specified.
More than two dozen defendants are named in Aetna’s
complaint, which takes up 49
volumes in U.S. District Court
in Los Angeles. Among them is
Paracelsus Healthcare Corp., a
Pasadena-based company with
hospitals in California, Nevada
and Florida that Aetna claims
is "at the core of corruption"
in the case.
Aetna accused Paracelsus of
contracting with telemarketing
firms to lure patients to its hospitals, and alleges a "Paracelsus
conspiracy" involving five hospitals in three states. Three are
Southern
California:
in

No big deal...

(it’s only your future.)

HOW TO CONQUER
THE ASPHALT JUNGLE.
Law School

Hit the streets in a stunt skate that won’t stunt your growth. These high impact, abrasion-resistant babies give you all the flexibility you need to
ride the rails or fly by the seat of your pants without blowing your
landing. So, if you want to defy gravity and live to tell about it,
come get your skates.

Med School

Beat the tar out of the other guys. Tarmac" CE skates are available at
Tarmac" CE PALO ALTO (415) 326 .61486
SAN FRANCISCO (415)771 - 6886

LOS GATOS (408) 395 - 6006
145 North Santa Cruz Avenue
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Grad School

Free One Day Pass with this coupon!
Stop by the Kaplan center nearest you. or call 1-800-KAP-TEST.

WALNUT CREEK (510) 938 -6886
SAN MATEO (415) 571 -1537
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Subway clerk
dies after attack

NEW YORK (Al’) - A ilmay token clerk
died Sunday after a two-week struggle to recover from severe burns suffered III a botched robbery that was a virtual replay of a scene from a
movie.
Harry Kaufman, 7,0, had been in extremely
critical condition since suffering second- and
third-degree burns over 80 per( ent of his body
on Nov. 26.
"lie was fighting for his life, but unfortunately this morning he lost that battle," said Transit
Authority spokesman Termaine Garden. "His
chances were never that great to begin with."
This was a very, very severe injury," said
Myrna Manners, spokeswoman for New York

Hospital-Cornell Medi( al Center.
Two men squirted a flammable liquid into
Kaufman’s token booth and ignited it, causing

A fire and explosion that demolished the
enclosed booth and left Kaufman with burns
and injuries from inhaling fire. There have
been rio arrests.
"Money Train," starring Wesley Snipes arid
Woody Harrelson, twice depicts a pyromaniac
squirting gas into a token booth and lighting it,
but in the movie the clerks escape unharmed.
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole and police
laid some of the blame for the attack on the
movie, but transit officials say there were at least
nine such attacks in the five years before the

Classified
PART-TIMERS WANTED!! Deluxe
Corporation is looking for Telephone Order Clerks. Accurate,
Detail Oriented, Team Players with
Good Communication Skills a
MUST! 12-6pm 4 days a week
plus Sat. 9-4pm. 25-38 hrs. a
week. Also looking for production
workers day/graveyard. Apply
in person, M -F, 7:30-3:0 Opm.
1551 Dell Ave, Campbell.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED must
two at east 45 yarn, 10 key, good
phone manner, payroll, filing, bring &
various art ies Pease cal 2790765.

DATA ENTRY:
INTERVIEW TODAY,
START TOMORROW!
Are you fast on the 10 key? Do you
have proficient typing skills? Are you
pursing a 4 -year degree? Would you
like to move into management upon
graduation’? Hare we got a job for you!
Great pay plus a tuition assistance
=gram! Jon a whinrg team, ea**,
person, NOW!
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM. INC.
897 Wrigley Way
Milpitas. CA
or Call: 415-873-1367
EOE/AA

ESTIMATOR Previous immerge of
blueprints n regards to painting field.
Dip. in bidding. Must put together
bidpackets. Cal 2970765.
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for fast
paced printing business. Must have
xlnt phone skills, comm skills,
be dependable & motivated. Hours
lpm-6pm, Mon. -Fri. Able to start
ASAP, call Brinda 2770700.
TEACHERS/RECREATION LEADERS
295-4011, ext. 211. YWCA Child
Care Program offers benefits,
$8.25 to $9.25/hr.
3/4 T school -age teachers: 12
units Rec. PE, Ed, ECE. etc.
PT/FT preschool teachers: 12
units ECE. 269-7534.
TEACHERS/AIDES
AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAM
in Los GatosSaratoga area.
P/T positions during school year.
F/l’n summer.
Call 354,8700 ext 23.

AFTER SCHOOL HELPER. M.F
3:30- 7:00. Non-smoking. Need
own car. Good record. Jan. 16
Apr. 30. References required.
408.395-7712- call evenings.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small
World Schools is hiring teachers
WAIITELt Aldus Pagemaker Tutor for our school -age daycare programs. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec.
Top $ Paid.
Good communication skills a +. Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience
Call 408.463.0500. Contact Erin. preferred. Most positions are
2- 5:30 or 2:30- 6. M.F. Short
GREAT VOICES FOR RADIO time morning shifts are also available.
sales nationwide, PT/FT/Flex. Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
Attn. Mktng., Advert. & Comm.
majors: call now for immediate
SECURITY -ACUFACTS, INC.
openings. WI train. P1 995-5905.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
HOT SHOTS
Too many benefits to list!
Key postitions being filled with Dew, Swing Grave Shifts, F/T &p/r
people that have the ability Call or app’y in person. Mcn-Sun 7-7.
to work in a team atmosphere. 408-286-5880.5550 Meridian Ave.
Top E. Flexible hours. Call for
Min. San Cats and Parkmoor,
interview -654-9635.
behind the Cad at Piety Store.
TEACHERS, PT Afternoons. NAEYC
Accredited preschool. Ratio 1:9.
Excellent salary and benefits.
Mnimum 12 ECE units. 376,7805.
NEED EXTRA $Sti
When you’re not in class??
(To the tune of $90/dsy?)
THEN WE NEED YOU!!
Join the team at Alum Rook Elem.
School Dist. as a Sub Teacher!
Minimum Requirements: ea.. Passing
score on CBEST, Enter. Credential,
Great Attrtude. Bilingual Spanish pref.
Contact: Heather Bemos, Sub Coord.
258.4923 ext 252. Alum Rock Dist
Offte 2933 Gay he, Sat bee 95127.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
are appreciated by students.
Work your own hours.
Clean DMV. Good health &
leaching skills required.
408-971-7557.
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Downtown Si Law Firm has imme
date opening for PT receptionist
8am-12noon, M-F. Must speak
sane Spanish. Need sane canputer,
phone & clerical experience. Good
interpersonal and organizational
skills. Please apply in person at
96 N. 3rd St. 500, between
9am-4pm M-F.
ESPRESSO SHOP SEEKS responsible individuals, no experience
needed. All shifts. 3216818.
HOLIDAY JOBS! HIRING NOW!
5-10 part time lobs earning
$10/hr. to $300/week. Jobs
filled on a first come, first
serve basis. 408-249-8446.
MAINTENANCE ASST: Basic
maintenance functions: painting, plumbing, carpentry etc.
15-20 hrs/wk. Apply at 3rd level
Student Union Directors office.
For more info call 924-6310.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M.F. 8-5pm.
CASHIERS STAMM) BOOKSTORE
is now accepting applications for
temporary cashiers. $8.50 an hourt
Stanford Bookstore 16W-5332670
act 322, ask **Kra.
EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER
wanted! L.G. family. 8:00-11:30a.m.
Tue..Fri. only. Call 3952337.
14$ DEUVERY DRIVERS /4$
Restaurant Food Service.
Excellent part-time job.
Earn $9 to $11. per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
+ Ins.
Require own
+ good
San Jose cr Cupertino area. Call
TAKEOUT TAXI 369 9400 after 5pm.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal 81 full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call
1-206634-0468 ext. C60412.

CASHIERS WANTED FT or PT.
Flexble haes perfect for students.
Starting pay $6 to $6.50 per hour.
Fat or send resume to Marty Jensen @
Classic Car Wash
871 E. Hamilton Ave.
Campbell CA 95008.
Fax # 371-4337.
CASHIER POSITION AVAILABLE
$5.50 $6.00 /hour
Stevens Creek Unocal 76
4185 Stevens Creek Blvd
Mon. - Fn. 8am - 3pm
Ask for David. 296-5258.

movie’s release.
Kaufman’s death came a day after a similar

robbery attempt in another subway station. This
time, a clerk escaped injury thanks to an automatic fire-extinguishing system in the booth.
The extinguisher worked Sunday as well,
when a man tossing a match into a booth in
another station and fled. No one was injured.
There have been two other recent attacks.
On Nov. 27, a man lit a match and demanded
money from a clerk but fled when the clerk
ignored him. On Nov. 214, a homeless man
apparently upset that a token clerk would not
exchange his token for cash squirted lighter
fluid into the booth but fled without igniting it.

Phone: 924-3277 MI FAX: 924-3282

The SPARTAN DAILY
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and
mikes no claim kw products or School Age Program. Energetic
services advertised below nor Is individuals encouraged to apply.
there any guarantee Implied On Teacher position ECE units
classified cohering ol the Soden required. All majors accepted.
Deily consist of paid adertIshig Call Gardner Children’s Center.
and offerings we not approved or 998 1343.
waffled by the newspeper.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
Fl/PT positions w/infants, todEMPLOYMENT
dlers, preschool and school age.
Great advancement and growth
BABYSITTER: FOR 2 FUN BOYS oppty. Good benefits. Immed.
age 3 & 5. 6+ flex hrs/wk. Close openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
to campus. Parking. Start now or Call Action Day Nurseries,
next semester. Lisa 286-5451.
408-8674515.
EXCITING TRAVEL INDUSTRY
opportunity. Are you a Hospitality
Mgmt or Recreation major or do
you have retail sales experience?
Come Join Classic Custom
Vacations’ dynamic reservations
staff & be a part of the best
wholesale travel company in the
USA. Classic is located in downtown San Jose & specializes in
selling customized vacations to
Hawaii & mainland U.S. We are
looking for quality sales specialists to enhance our fast-paced
reservation center.This excellent
opportunity offers:
P/T flex scheduling
$10415 /hr potential (salary +
sales incentive).
*Full employee benefits package.
Attractive travel benefits.
Intemship credit for Hospitality
Management majors.
Professional working environment.
10 minute walk from campus.
Inclepth, 2-week training session
Jan. 4-17, 1996.
PC experience & travel industry
background helpful. Apply in person
or send/fax resu.ne to:
Classic Custom Vacations
Attn: Human Resources Dept.
One North First St 3rd floor
San Jose, CA 95113
Phone: 408/287-4550
Fax: 408/287.9272

II

$14.00 / HOUR
Sales
Weekends/Evenings
Canvassers and Telemarketers
263-8818.

TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail. Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Downtown
408494-0200
Campbell
408-364-2700
Office positions also available.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE,
part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving
Downtown SaribreApplyin person.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.

NATIONAL PARKS HIMNG Positions
are now available at National Parks,
TRAVEL
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Cal: SIG HiSNOWBOARD CWB 1-206-545-4804 art. N60411.
Jackson Hole Wyoming. Jan. 9-14.
$399. Right. 4 Days Ski, 5 Nights
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
Lodging. Call 924-8113.
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
SPORTS/THRILLS
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
LEARN TO FLY
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
SQUADRON TWO FLYING CLUB
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
San Jose International Airport
Medical/Dental Insurance
Since 1974 - No Monthly Dues
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
$100 Per Year.
Apply. Mon.- Ft. Sam- 5pm.
Perscnaized Rofessona hstrulicin
Vanguard Security Services
*Competitive Rates
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
"Introductory Flight $35
Near 101 at San Tamar Expressway. 22 Planes To Choose From
Private Through ATP
840,000/YR INCOME
1.101AitutBwi SanJose, CA F6110
potential. Home Typists/PC
(408)275-0300.
users. Toll Free 1-800-8989778 Ext. 1.2236 for listings.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
OPPORTUNITIES
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft,
EASY WAY TO EARN MONEY SJSU student owned & operated.
for a club, fraternity or sorority!
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Sell custom printed T-shirts or
1-510434-7575.
sweatshirts with your logo or
design. Call Brainstorm Graphics
@ 408-496.6343.
MAM&MMTY
NO FEAR!!! MAJOR UPSIZING.
Ambitious people needed for
several positions with environmentally concious company. Call
40E8358.7711.
FANTASTIC INCOME opporhaety
distributing wild-grown, organic
products. 12-yr-old company
is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
substantial income quickly,
part-time. Lots of support(
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
408-2647871(24 hour message).

LEAD VALETS/PARKING
attendants needed, good, flexible
hours, great job for students. HOMEMAILERS WANTED! $500 +
Apply in person: 2752 DeLaCruz weekly possible. Write- FutureQuest
Santa Clara.
Bra 15199 San )eggi, CA 92175.
SUBSTITUTES-FLEXIBLE HOURS.
Small World Schools is hiring
substitute teachers for our 14
preschool & school -age daycare
programs. 6-12 units in ECE. Rec,
Psych, Soc. or Ed required. Exp.
preferred. This is a great position
for students. We can work around
your school schedule - even if
you are only available 1 or 2
afternoons. Cal 379-3200 ext. 21.

REPRINT RIGHTS YOU CAN SEU.
NOW! Over 600 ’How-to Books,
Reports & Guides’ Valued $845.
On Windows CD ROM. Just $99.
(includes S&H&T) Call 24 hrs.
160n-241-9229 Visa/MC/ArnExp.

MISC. FOR SALE

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
50% eiscourrn
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips- Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1995.
408.379-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell, CA 95008.

2 DORM APARTMENT SHOO/MO.
Security type buid,ng
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
"Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295.6893.
780 S. 11T14 STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean,
Security type bldg Laundry. Cable
available. Ample parking. Quiet
with good neighbors. Walk or ride
bike to school. Responsive
management. We take advance
deposits. $7454795/month.
Call 288-9157.

atimamAm
CAMPBELL CONDO. 2 biam/1 be.
Dishwasher. Pool, Washer/dryer.
Female pref. $400/mo. 378-4805.
2 BLKS FROM SJSU. Bautiful
room, great house. Deck. Washer
& dryer. So. 12th area. $400/mo.
Avail. Dec. or Jan. 406297-8873.
11.350/M0 + 1/4 UTTL. Camden &
Hwy 86, dose to light rail. All awes,
quiet, peaceful home 266-6836.

REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area, Toll
Free 1-800698-9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

TUTORING

SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
will provide the foundation to sail
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp of course material.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
MEN 8 WOMEN -BARE IT ALL! Call 3745150.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permaSERVICES
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest- Lip Bikini Chin - PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Tummy etc. Students & faculty accepting students wno wish to
receive 15% discount. First appt. excel in playing guitar or bass. All
1/2 ate If made before June 1, levels welcome: Beginning,
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17, any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Campbell . (408)379-3500.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

IMPLEMENTS OF DEFENSE
"Stun guns "pepper sprays
FOR RENT
S35,000/YR. INCOME
*alarms *door & window security.
potential. Reading books. Toll
For free catalog send save to
STUDIO APT. FOR ONE PERSON.
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. 8- P.O. Box 1426 Soquel CA 95073. No pets. $490 per mo. $300 sec.
2236 for details.
dep. Parking. Call 259-7040.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
COMPUTERS ETC.
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the inmediate 486 66MHZ W/4MB.RAM/2x.
ares P.M-time/part-time openings. CO Ran Monitor, 14.4 ma/I.& mull
Call today 1-415-968-9933. more. C.311288-8592. 5900. cbo.
International Bartenders School.

SALE

TRAVEL ABROAD Ale WORK Make
AUTOS FOR
up to 825445/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan 1990 CEO STORM Excellent
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching condition. 5 sp., alarm. $5,000.
background or Asian languages 415-965-8695.
required. For information call:
1-206-632.1146 ext. .160411.

INSURANCE

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Letters, reports, essays, state
ments articles, etc. For more
info please call Dave Bolick.
510401-9554. Emergencies 0.K
SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX.
5 minute walk to campus
FREE AUGNMENT CHECK
*Newly furnished rooms
Well-equipped student kitchen
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
*Computer & Study rooms
Student Discounts,
131g41-TIrss
"Laundry room
*Parking
2336e Camino Real, Santa Clara
Mon. Fri: 8 to 5:30. Sat: 9 tp 4
For American & International
261-4430.
Students. Call 9246570 or stop by
for a tour. 360 S. 1116 St. (between
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
San Carlos & San Salvador)
subject. Why suffer and get poor
KINGDALE OAKS APARTMENT grades when help is just a ca:
$250 BONUS
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
Bring this ad
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
One bedroom one bath
for up to three people.
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
$750
Convenient Peninsula location.
"Heated Pool & Hot Tub
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available
"Exercise Room with Sauna
"Sand Volleyball
Chinese & other langs. spoken
"Billiards Room
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
"Party Space available
408.295.1155
(415) 525.0505...ask for Mee.

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate
Awe INSURANCE
Asian couples need your help
Campus Insurance Service
to conceive. Can you help?
Special Student Programs
Ages 21.30, healthy and
Serving SJSU for 20 years
responsible. Generous stipend
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
and expenses paid. Please call "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
EARN $1500.00 WEEKLY
CALL TODAY 296-5270
working at home! Ten best
FREE QUOTE
SUMMERWIND
2 P/T POSITIONS OPEN: English opportunities for starting a home
NO HASSLE
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
tutor & clerk, $6.8/hr. Close to business. For FREE info send a
NO OBUGATION
APARTMENT HOMES INTHE AREA!
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
self-addressed, stamped enve
SJSU. Call Jessie 2833063.
1,00010 1.400 sq. ft.
lope to: Hello-Tech, 467 Saratoga
W/D hook ups
Ave., #237, San Jose, CA 95129.
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
Huge Clubhouse
Work for environmental justice.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Resident activities
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -Students
P/T evening positions for
Minutes to campus
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
2 Swimming pools
articulate and motivated persons Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up
with opportunity for advancement, to 83.00046.000+ per month.
Only $57.00 per year.
Racquetball & Tennis Courts
Room and Board! Transportation!
travel and benefits. EOE. Call
Save 30%- 60%
Basketball Courts
Male or Female. No experience
on your dental needs.
Silicon Valley Toms Coalition.
Rents from $825.00 month!
necessary. Call 1.206-545-4155
For info call 1-800.655.3225.
288.7882, 1-4pm.
408-279-2300
ext A60412.
TEACHERS/AIDES
100 great children are looking for
a few great teachers. Teachers &
aides are needed for Campbell
before & after school-age program.
FT and PT positions available.
Dicellent salary & benefits. Please
Call Laura 408-370-2143. EOE.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

.FOR ..
NATiONAL .

CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
1400-822-COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle secunty
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70- min. (9-mm max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-UNE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Ph.# 408683-5723.

__ENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers. punctuation & spaces between words

1L1MM ODEED IMMOOMMODELILLL
M=101:1711111ODOMMODOOMOODODEED
DEMODI COMMODEICIMCIECOMEIEME
DODOCHMODOEMO=DEMECOODEIDall
Name

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

Flue Add,s,
Day
Dols DAVI
De’s
v code
.t’y &Roe
3 lines
$5
$13
$7
$9
4 Iinirs
$14
16
$10
$S
Ptrone
$15
Hnes
$7
$11
$9
$12
$16
6 Wee
$8
$10
Send check or money order to:
$1 for each additional line.
Spartan Daily classifieds
Attar the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day. San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra chaigi:
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 ear ii
classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
II QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 994-3277
Four
Mere
$11
$12
$13
$14

Please check
one classification:
_,..,ampus Clubs. _Rent& Hous,-,;
Greek Messages* _Shared Housir-.g.
_Events*
_Real Estate
_Announcements* _Services*
_Lost and Founds* _l-seeithil3eauty
_Sports/Thriiis*
_Volunteers*
_For Sale*
_insurance
_Entertainment*
_Autos For Sale
__Computers Etc _TraVe
_Tutoring*
_Wanted"’
Word Processi’
_Employment
_Opportunities
Scholarshins

available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DB H 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Special student rates

A-

RESUME PREPARATION by
member of Prof. Assn. Resume
Writers. Reasonabie rates.
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
1408) 3566782.
FOREIGN STUDENTS-VISITORS.
Greencard Program available
1-800+,60-7167 & S18.882-9681

Tales Word Processing Seem
increoicie student rates on
resumes and school papers.
Add color to your reports at a low
cost. Ask about our resume
and school paper programs!!
CALL TODAY (406) 937-7201

SCHOLARSHIPS

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green Immo frt.con SCHOlARSHIPSI
Cards, Reasonable Rates. Call 81.000 scholarsnips aria various
Tamara Daney 415-267 7267
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enrol, in Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
WORD PROCESSING Spring and Fail 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
Starting salaries from $30k+.
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
Word Processing.
Only ten minutes from campus
Marcondes, Packaging Program
(Cupertino/West San Jose areal. Coordinator at 408/924-3210,
Term Papers, Thesis, Resumes, IS 207 or CCB 200.
Tape Transcription. etc.
APA. Turaban and MLA.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Days and evenings, seven days. Billion in private sector grants and
Suzanne 996-1686.
scholarships is now available. All
Students are eligible regardless of
PROOFREADING EDITING
grades, income, or parent’s income.
& Word Processing.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Get your papers edited before
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
they are graded: A polished
F60412.
paper improves grades.
Free pickup and delivery.
GUARANTEED
18 years business experience.
SCHOLARSHIPS& GRANTS
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
for College Students.
14081241-0513
Everyone Qualifies.
Don’t wart’ Call now’
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers. group
UFO NETWORK
projects, resumes, letters.
510-651-3773
mini-micro cassette transcnptur,
etc. All formats. Experienced, FREE MONEY For Your Education!
,ons 0,
dependable, quick return, Apply for your sha,e
Almaden/Branham area. unclaimed private Sector aid. Call
Call Linda 408-264.4504. Scholarship Resource Services.
Please leave message.
408-26: 8676.
CALL MARCIA 2664448
Nursing/Soc. Work/English
Edit/Format Specialist for
Projects/Term Papers/Resumes
APA Tumbler MLA
Gramma:, Rrictuaten. Pres irg
’rabies /Charts /disk edit
InerviodoniSILidentsWelcome
10 minutes from ca,,pbs’
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & Engi,sn papers, theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virgina 408-25:0449

Certain advertisements In
these colunne may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when rnaldng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate ail firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise,

DAILY
CROS SWORD
Cr’.’

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Thick carpet
Poplar
Foolish
Third-rate
Freight
Approve
Arm bone
Sing softly
Place to skate
Part of a
Reuben
22 Mooch
24 hlit: slang
25 Place to sit
26 Curiosity
30 Moors
34 Battery post
35 House wings
37 Chinese
money unit
38 Grease
39 In existence
40 Dead heat
41 Speck
43 Lively joy
44 Waterfowl
46 Motivate
48 Ballerina
Moira 50 Fish
51 Rower’s
need
52 Stronger
tasting
55 Spinning
60 Long-distance
runner Zatopek
61 Capn and Man
63 Chocolate
cookie
64 Commotion
65 Not together
66 The - of Avon
67 Pelt
68 Chris ens
69 Terminates

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

13131111Z1

1;10131;1 UUIJL1
Mae
C1120111EICIPIORIMIBUCJIZI
1:3011161 CHM
MIUI MUD LIPICIE1110
1351111;11A
121:3C1111

LIWi

CHEM

IiIMC110121 C11313
11111211ffl
MOMS MEM
&ICI@ MIMI
MEMO

0,995LMiledFereureSynOciaili
DOWN
D1
1 UrgeN
432
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21

S
CFialriscittc7d
h:aaelde"
Take
Poet Teasdale
Jab
Self
Tomfoolery
Judy Garland
role
Similar
Animal tooth
Little kid
aPart

Snow boot
Ointments
Singer - Judd
Hamburger
garnish
units
Electrical
28
29 Rylloweri
23
25
26
27

31
32
33
36
39
42
44
45
47
49
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
62

-space
Grow (crops)
Scoff at
Recline
Rural
Greek letter
Equipment
Place for
a hoop
Chill
Derricks or
cranes
Obtains
Run - (go
wild)
Skirt length
Shut noisily
"- No Angel,
Persia
Scifal misfit
slang
Mercury
and Jupiter
Hot spring

mai slam iimmm
III:
III:
MIIMMEMME MIME

MEM
WM
MUMMIIMM MMEMMOU
MEM MIMI MIMI
MEM
MM.
MEM
MUM ME= EMMEN
MEMMAIMM IMMINIMM
MIIIM
MEMO= MEMMEddil
MU MUM INIMEM
MU MEM= ME=
MEM MEM= AM=

.-"’-’........"."-".II.,,MI.II.M.IMFM=1NO.MPpn,iII,IMI.MIMIIIMRIE.1=mi
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San Jose State University

SPARTAN DAILY

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

0 000

AUDIO

All Clothing

STORAGE PRODUCTS

20% OFF

50%

Choose from
Choose From CD and
Cassette Cases and
Carriers from ALPHA,
NAPA VALLEY, TDK
and Others...

Pig=

.11.1.111113.1.t
1141.MTIC

-1:211P11111.11111111111MMF...._.
10% OFF

20% OFF

ALL
MAGAZINES

GENERAL BOOKS

Hundreds of
titles!

(non-textbooks)

Paperback Best Sellers

20% OFF
Fiction
Non -Fiction
Test Guides
Test Guides

Sale ends December 22.

* I Crnited to Stock

-

GEAR

I /i I

I turd

TLC

\, \

SJSU EMBLEMATIC
GIFTS

20% OFF
Mugs, glassware,
Cross Pens,
bumper stickers,
Keychains, pennants, leather
k.
products,

And Much More!!

and more...
Top quality at the best price.

30% OFF L

T-Shirts
Tank Tops
Caps
Sweatshirt
Sweatpants

ALL
BEST SELLERS
Every New York
Times Hard Cover
Best Seller
Howard Stern,
Colin Powell, and
many
others!

Not responsible hit typographical errors

? $ELL YOUR IEXTBOOK$ FOR cA$1-1
I
SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
DECEMBER 11
THROUGH
110ECEMBER ipr

MACQUARRIE

HALL
DECEMBER 13- 15’
AND
DECEMBER 18 -19
9AM - 4:30 PM

FOURieCONVENIEN
LOCATIONS

I.

VI"

DINING

10TH ST,
GARAGE
DECEMBER 18
AND

COMMONS
DECEMBER 15
AND
DECEMBER 18-19
10 AM -7 PM

DECEMBER

_

- _

